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Abstract
While Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have es-
tablished the fundamentals of DNN-based au-
tonomous driving systems, they may exhibit erro-
neous behaviors and cause fatal accidents. To re-
solve the safety issues of autonomous driving sys-
tems, a recent set of testing techniques have been
designed to automatically generate test cases, e.g.,
new input images transformed from the original
ones. Unfortunately, many such generated input im-
ages often render inferior authenticity, lacking ac-
curate semantic information of the driving scenes
and hence compromising the resulting efficacy and
reliability.
In this paper, we propose DeepRoad, an unsuper-
vised framework to automatically generate large
amounts of accurate driving scenes to test the con-
sistency of DNN-based autonomous driving sys-
tems across different scenes. In particular, Deep-
Road delivers driving scenes with various weather
conditions (including those with rather extreme
conditions) by applying the Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GANs) along with the corresponding
real-world weather scenes. Moreover, we have im-
plemented DeepRoad to test three well-recognized
DNN-based autonomous driving systems. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that DeepRoad can de-
tect thousands of behavioral inconsistencies for
these systems.
1 Introduction
”The train came out of the long tunnel into the snow country.
The earth lay white under the night sky. The train pulled up
at a signal stop.”
The above quotation is from the first paragraph of fiction
“Snow Country”, which describes the scene when the protag-
onist Shimamura enters the snow country. Back to that time,
train was the major vehicle for long-distance travels, while
people have more choices today. Now, suppose Shimamura
takes a Tesla in Autopliot mode [5], after coming out of the
∗Corresponding author.
tunnel, there raises a question: can the autopilot system op-
erate safely on the snow-covered road, or the story just ends
with a tragedy?
Autonomous driving is expected to transform the auto
industry. Typically, autonomous driving refers to utilizing
sensors (cameras, LiDAR, RADAR, GPS, etc) to automat-
ically control vehicles without human intervention. The re-
cent advances in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) enables au-
tonomous driving systems to adapt their driving behaviors ac-
cording to the dynamic environments. In particular, an end-to-
end supervised learning framework is made possible to train
a DNN for predicting driving behaviors (e.g., steering angles)
by inputing driving scenes (e.g., images), using the 〈driving
scene, driving behavior〉 pairs as the training data. For in-
stance, DAVE-2 [13], released by NVIDIA in 2016, can pre-
dict steering angles based on only driving scenes captured by
a single front-centered camera of autonomous cars.
Recent testing techniques [23; 28] demonstrate that adding
error-inducing inputs to the training datasets can help im-
prove the reliability and accuracy of existing autonomous
driving models. For example, the most recent DeepTest
work [28] designs systematic ways to automatically gener-
ate test cases, seeking to mimic real-world driving scenes.
Its main methodology is to transform training driving scenes
by applying simple affine transformations and various effect
filters such as blurring/fog/rain to the original image data,
and then check if autonomous driving systems perform con-
sistently among the original and transformed scenes. With
large amounts of original and transformed driving scenes,
DeepTest can detect various erroneous inconsistent driving
behaviors for some well-performed open-source autonomous
driving models, in a cheap and quick manner.
However, it is observed that the methodologies applied
in DeepTest to generate test cases cannot accurately reflect
the real-world driving scenes. Specifically, real-world driv-
ing scenes can rarely be affine-transformed and captured by
the cameras of autonomous driving systems; the blurring/
fog/rain effects made by simply simulating the corresponding
effects also appear to be unrealistic which compromises the
efficacy and reliability of DeepTest. For instance, Figure 1a
shows the fog effect transformation applied in DeepTest. It
can be observed that Figure 1a is distorted. In particular, it
appears to be synthesized by simply dimming the original
image and mixing it with the scrambled “smoke” effect. In
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addition, Figure 1b shows the rain effect transformation ap-
plied in DeepTest. Similarly, DeepTest simply simulates rain
by adding a group of lines over the original image. This rain
effect transformation is even more distorted because usually
when it rains, the camera tends to be wet and the image is
highly possible to be blurred. The fact that few test cases
in DeepTest appear authentic to reflect the real-world driving
scenes makes it difficult to determine whether the erroneous
driving behaviors are caused by the flaws of the DNN-based
models or the inadequacy of the testing technique itself. Fur-
thermore, there are many potential driving scenes that can-
not be easily simulated with simple image processing. For
instance, the snowy road condition requires different sophis-
ticated transformations for the road and the roadside objects
(such as trees).
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Foggy and rainy scenes via DeepTest
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Snowy and rainy scenes via DeepRoad
In order to automatically synthesize large amounts of au-
thentic driving scenes for testing DNN-based autonomous
driving systems, in this paper, we propose an unsupervised
framework, namely DeepRoad, that employs a Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN)-based technique [15] to de-
liver authentic driving scenes with various weather conditions
which are rather difficult to be collected manually. Specif-
ically, DeepRoad develops a metamorphic testing module
for DNN-based autonomous systems, where the metamor-
phic relations are defined such that no matter how the driv-
ing scenes are synthesized to cope with different weather
conditions, the driving behaviors are expected to be con-
sistent with those under the corresponding original driving
scenes. At this point, DeepRoad enables us to test the ac-
curacy and reliability of existing DNN-based autonomous
driving systems under different extreme weather scenarios,
including heavy snow and hard rain, and can greatly com-
plement the existing autonomous driving system testing ap-
proaches (such as DeepTest). For instance, Figure 2 presents
the snowy and rainy scenes generated by DeepRoad (from
fine scenes), which can hardly be distinguished from genuine
ones and cannot be generated using simple transformations.
Although our DeepRoad approach is general, and can be
used to simulate various weather conditions, in this work, we
first synthesize driving scenes under heavy snow and hard
rain. In particular, based on the GAN technique, we col-
lect images with the two extreme weather conditions from
Youtube videos to transform real-world driving scenes and
deliver them with the corresponding weather conditions. Sub-
sequently, these synthesized driving scenes are used to test
three well-recognized Udacity DNN-based autonomous driv-
ing systems [8]. The experimental results reveal that Deep-
Road can effectively detect thousands of behavioral incon-
sistencies of different levels for these systems, indicating a
promising future for testing autonomous driving systems via
GAN-based road scene transformation.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• Idea. We propose the first GAN-based metamorphic
testing approach, namely DeepRoad, to generate authen-
tic driving scenes with various weather conditions for
detecting autonomous driving system inconsistencies.
• Implementation. We implement the proposed approach
based on Pytorch and Python to synthesize driving
scenes under heavy snow and hard rain based on training
data collected from Youtube videos.
• Evaluation. We use DeepRoad to test well-recognized
DNN-based autonomous driving models and success-
fully detect thousands of inconsistent driving behaviors
for them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background of autonomous driving systems
and their existing testing techniques. Section 3 illustrates the
overall approach of DeepRoad. Section 4 presents our experi-
mental results on DeepRoad. Section 5 discusses some related
work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
2 Background
Nowadays, DNN-based autonomous driving systems have
been rapidly evolving [24; 13]. For example, many ma-
jor car manufacturers (including Tesla, GM, Volvo, Ford,
BMV, Honda, and Daimler) and IT companies (including
Waymo/Google, Uber, and Baidu) are working on building
and testing various DNN-based autonomous driving systems.
In DNN-based autonomous driving systems, the neural net-
work models take the driving scenes captured by the sensors
(LiDar, Radar, cameras, etc.) as input and output the driv-
ing behaviors (e.g., steering and braking control decisions).
In this work, we mainly focus on DNN-based autonomous
driving systems with camera inputs and steering angle out-
puts. To date, feed-forward Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [17] and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [25] are
the most widely used DNNs for autonomous driving systems.
Figure 3 shows an example CNN-based autonomous driving
system. Shown in the figure, the system consists of an input
(the camera image inputs) and an output layer (the steering
angle), as well as multiple hidden layers. The use of con-
volution hidden layers allows weight sharing across multi-
ple connections and can greatly save the training efforts; fur-
thermore, its local-to-global recognition process actually co-
incides with the manual object recognition process.
DNN-based autonomous driving systems are essentially
software systems, which are error-prone and can lead to
tragedies. For example, a Tesla Model S plowed into a fire
truck at 65 mph while using Autopilot system [6]. To en-
sure the quality of software systems, many software test-
ing techniques have been proposed in the literature [12;
21], where typically, a set of specific test cases are gener-
ated to test if the software programs perform as expected. The
process of determining whether the software performs as ex-
pected upon the given test inputs is known as the test oracle
problem [12]. Despite the abundance of traditional software
testing techniques, they cannot be directly applied for DNN-
based systems since the logics of DNN-based softwares are
learned from data with minimal human interference (like a
blackbox) while the logics of traditional software programs
are manually created.
Recently, researchers have proposed various techniques to
test DNN-based autonomous driving systems, e.g., DeepX-
plore [23] and DeepTest [28]. DeepXplore aims to automat-
ically generate input images that can differentiate the be-
haviors of different DNN-based systems. However, it cannot
be directly used to test one DNN-based autonomous driving
system in isolation. The more recent DeepTest work utilizes
some simple affine transformations and blurring/fog/rain ef-
fect filters to synthesize test cases to detect the inconsistent
driving behaviors derived from the original and synthesized
images. Although DeepTest can be applied to test any DNN-
based driving system, the synthesized images may be unreal-
istic, and it cannot simulate complex weather conditions (e.g.,
snowy scenes).
Figure 3: Autonomous driving system on CNN
3 Approach
3.1 Metamorphic DNN Testing
Metamorphic Testing [26] (MT) has been widely used to
automatically generate tests to detect software bugs. The
strength of MT lies in its capability to automatically solve the
test oracle problem via Metamorphic Relations (MR). For-
mally, let p be a program mathematical representation map-
ping program inputs into program outputs (e.g., pJiK = o).
Also, assuming fI and fO are two functions for transforming
the input and output domain, respectively. Then, a MR can be
formed as:
∀i. pJfI(i)K = fO(pJiK) (1)
With such MR, we can test an actual implementation pˆ of p
by checking whether pˆJfI(i)K = fO(pˆJiK) for various inputs
i. The idea of testing a program implementation via cross-
checking inputs and outputs with MR is called MT. For in-
stance, given a program implementing the sin function, we
can use MT to create various new tests without worrying
about the test oracle problem. For any existing input i for
testing sin, there are various facts that can directly serve as
MR, e.g., sin(−i) = − sin(i) and sin(i+2pi) = sin(i). Note
that fI(i) = fO(i) = −i for the first example MR, while
fI(i) = i + 2pi ∧ fO(i) = i for the second. With such MRs,
we can transform the existing test inputs according to fI to
generate additional tests, and check the output based on fO.
In this work, we further apply MT to test DNN-based au-
tonomous driving systems. Formally, let DNN be a DNN-
based autonomous driving system that continuously maps
each image into predicted steering angle signal (e.g., turn left
for 15◦). Then, given the original image stream I, we can de-
fine various image transformations T that simply change the
road scene (detailed shown in Section 3.2) and do not impact
the prediction results for each image i ∈ I (e.g., the predicted
direction should be the approximately the same for the same
road condition during fine and rainy days). In this way, we
have the following MR to test DNN with additional trans-
formed inputs:
∀i ∈ I ∧ ∀τ ∈ T. DNNJτ(i)K = DNNJiK (2)
3.2 DNN-based Road Scene Transformation
The recent work DeepTest [28] also applied MT to test DNN-
based autopilot systems. However, it only performs simple
synthetic image transformation, such as adding simple blur-
ring/fog/rain effect filters, and thus has the following limita-
tions: (1) DeepTest may generate unrealistic images (e.g., the
rainy scene shown in Figure 1b), (2) DeepTest cannot simu-
late complex road scene transformations (e.g., snowy scenes).
To complement DeepTest and generate various real-world
road scenes fully automatically, in this work, we leverage
UNIT [19], a recent published DNN-based method to perform
unsupervised image-to-image transformation. One insight of
UNIT is a paired images in different domains can be projected
into a shared-latent space and have the same latent represen-
tation. In this way, given a new image from one domain (e.g.,
the original driving scene), UNIT can automatically gener-
ate its corresponding version in the other domain (e.g., rainy
driving scene). Overall, UNIT is composed by generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs) [15] and variational autoencoders
(VAEs) [16].
Figure 4 presents the basic structure of UNIT, S1 and S2
denote two different domains (e.g., images include fine and
rainy scenes, respectively), E1 and E2 are two autoencoders
which can project the images from S1 and S2 to the shared-
latent space Z. Suppose x1 and x2 are corresponding images
which share the same contents, ideally, E1 and E2 would en-
code them to the same latent vector z. G1 and G2 are two
domain specific generators which can translate a latent vector
back to S1 and S2, respectively. D1 and D2 are two discrim-
inators which can detect whether the image belongs S1 and
S2, respectively. Ideally, the discriminators cannot differen-
tiate whether the input image is from the target domain or a
well-trained generator. Based on the autoencoders and gen-
erators, UNIT can be used to transform images between two
domains. For instance, image x1 can be transformed to S2 by
G2(E1(x1)).
x1
z
x2
S1 S2
Z
E1 E2
G1 G2
D1 D2
Figure 4: Structure of UNIT
The learning objective of UNIT can be decomposed to op-
timize three costs:
• VAE loss minimizes the loss of the image reconstruction
for each 〈Ei, Gi〉 pair.
• GAN loss achieves the equilibrium point in the minimax
game for each 〈Gi, Di〉, where Di aims to discriminate
between images from the domain distribution and can-
didates produced by Gi aiming to fool Di.
• Cycle-consistency loss minimizes the loss of cycle-
reconstruction for each 〈Ei,Gj,Ej , Gi〉, ideally, x1 =
G1(E2(G2(E1(x1)))) and x2 = G2(E1(G1(E2(x2))))
The total loss can be summarized as follows:
min
E1,E2,G1,G2
max
D1,D2
LCC1(E1, G2, E2, G1)
+LCC2(E2, G1, E1, G2)
+LV AE1(E1, G1) + LV AE2(E2, G2)
+LGAN1(D1, G1) + LGAN2(D2, G2)
3.3 Overall Framework
Figure 5: Framework of DeepRoad
Figure 5 shows the overall design of our metamorphic
testing framework for DNN-based autonomous driving sys-
tems, DeepRoad. Shown in the figure, DeepRoad firstly takes
unpaired training images from two target domains (e.g.,
one fine driving scene dataset and one rainy driving scene
dataset), and utilizes the unsupervised UNIT to map the two
Table 1: Details of image sets
Dataset Frame Duration Weather Cond.
Udacity Ep1 15212 N.A. Sunshine
Udacity Ep2 5614 N.A. Sunshine
Youtube Ep1 1000 28:55 Heavy snow
Youtube Ep2 1000 1:09:03 Hard rain
scene domains to the same latent space using the loss func-
tions presented in Section 3.2. In this work, we sample im-
ages from the real-world Udacity Challenge 2 dataset [7]
(fine scenes) and Youtube video (snowy or rainy scenes [11;
10]) and feed them into UNIT for training. After it is well-
trained, DeepRoad uses the UNIT model to transform the
whole real-world Udacity driving dataset to another scene
(e.g., snowy or rainy scenes). That is, given any original fine
driving scene i, DeepRoad can apply the trained UNIT model
to derive its corresponding version in another weather con-
dition (e.g., rainy scene), τ(i). Then, DeepRoad will feed
each pair of real and synthesized images to the autonomous
driving systems under test (i.e., DNN ), and compare their
prediction results (i.e., DNNJτ(i)K? = DNNJiK) to detect
any inconsistent behaviors. Since the road scenes should not
largely impact the steering angles, any inconsistency may in-
dicate correctness or robustness issues of the systems under
test. Note that although in this work we only explore the rainy
and snowy scene transformations, our DeepRoad approach is
general, can support any scene transformation supported by
the underlying UNIT model.
4 Experiments
4.1 Data
We use a real-world dataset released by Udacity [9] as a
baseline to check the inconsistency of autonomous driving
systems. From the dataset, we select two episodes of high-
way driving video where obvious changes of lighting and
road conditions can be observed among frames. To train our
UNIT model, we also collect images of extreme scenarios
from Youtube. In the experiments, we select snow and hard
rain, two extreme weather conditions to transform real-world
driving images. To make the variance of collected images
relatively large, we only search for videos which is longer
than 20mins. In the scenario of hard rain, the video would
record wipers swiping windows, and in the data preprocess-
ing phase, we manually check and filter out those images.
Note that all images used in the experiments are cropped and
resized to 240× 320, and we have performed down-sampling
for Youtube videos to skip consecutive frames with close con-
tents. The detailed information is present in Table 1.
4.2 Models
We evaluate our framework on three DNN-based au-
tonomous driving models which are released by Udacity [9]:
Autumn [2], Chauffeur [3], and Rwightman [4]. We
choose these three models as their pre-trained model are pub-
lic and can be evaluated directly on the synthesized datasets.
To be specific, the model details of Rwightman are not pub-
licly released, however, just like black-box testing, our ap-
proach aims to detect the inconsistencies of the model instead
Figure 6: Images collected from Youtube
Figure 7: Real and GAN-generated images.
of localizing software faults, hence, we still use Rwightman
for the evaluation.
Autumn. Autumn is composed by a data preprocessing mod-
ule and a CNN. Specifically, Autumn first computes the op-
tical flow of input images and input them to a CNN to predict
the steering angles. The architecture of Autumn is: three 5x5
conv layers with stride 2 pluses two 3x3 conv layers and fol-
lowed by five fully-connected layers with dropout. The model
is implemented by OpenCV, Tensorflow and Keras.
Chauffeur. Chauffeur consists of one CNN and one RNN
module with LSTM. The work flow is that CNN firstly ex-
tracts the features of input images and then utilizes RNN
to predict the steering angle from previous 100 consecutive
images. This model is also implemented by Tensorflow and
Keras.
4.3 Metric
Based on our assumption, an autonomous driving system is
consistent if its steering angle prediction does not change af-
ter modifying the weather condition of driving images. How-
ever, this assumption is too strong to be practical since minor
steering angle change incurred by the scene change may still
fall into the safe zone. Hence, similar with prior work [28],
we relax the assumption and accept the prediction if the dif-
ference between the predicted steering angles of original and
transformed images can be within an error bound. We define
the number of inconsistent behaviors of autonomous driving
systems as follows:
IB(DNN, I) =
∑
i∈I
f(|DNNJiK−DNNJτ(i)K)| > )
, where DNN denotes the autonomous driving model and I
is the real-world driving dataset. i denotes the ith image in I.
τ denotes the image generator/transformer which can change
the weather condition of the input image. Function f outputs
1 or 0 if and only if the input is True or False and  is the
error bound.
4.4 Results
Quality of generated images We first present several
Youtube frames as ground truth in Figure 6 to help readers
check the quality of generated images. In Figure 7, we list real
and GAN-generated images pairs, where the two rows present
the transformation of Udacity dataset to snowy and rainy
scenes, respectively, and the odd and even columns present
original and GAN-generated images, respectively. Qualita-
tively, the GAN-generated images are visually similar to the
images collected from Youtube and they also can keep the
major semantic information (such as the shape of tree and
road) of the original images. Interestingly, in the first snowy
image in Figure 7, the sky is relatively dark and GAN can suc-
cessfully render the snow texture and the light in front of the
car. In the second column, the sharpness of rainy images are
relatively low and this is consistent to the real scene showed
in Figure 6. Our results are consistent with the original UNIT
work [19], and further demonstrate the effectiveness of UNIT
for image transformation.
Inconsistency of autonomous driving models We further
present examples for the detected inconsistent autonomous
driving behaviors in Figure 8. In the figure, each row shows
the scenes of snow and rain, respectively. In each sub-figure,
the blue caption indicates the model name, while the red
and green captions indicate the predicted steering angles on
the real and synthesized images, respectively. The curves
visualize the predictions which help check the differences.
From the figure we can observe that model Autumn (the
first two columns) has the highest inconsistency number on
Figure 8: Inconsistency of steering angle prediction on real and synthesized images.
Table 2: Number of inconsistency behavior of three mod-
els under different weather conditions
Model Num. of Incon. BehaviorsScene 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 40◦
Snowy
Autumn 11635 11602 11388 10239
Chauffeur 4839 2105 1093 653
Rwightman 334 115 45 14
Rainy
Autumn 5279 5279 5279 5279
Chauffeur 710 175 94 71
Rwightman 656 92 23 0
both scenes; in contrast, model Rwightman (the last two
columns) is the most stable model under different scenes.
This figure shows that DeepRoad is able to find inconsis-
tent behaviors under different road scenes for real-world
autonomous driving systems. For example, a model like
Autumn or Chauffeur [1] (they are both ranked higher
than Rwightman in the Udacity challenge) may work per-
fectly in a fine day but can crash into the curbside (or even
worse, the oncoming cars) in a rainy or snowy day (shown in
Figure 8).
Table 2 presents the detailed number of detected inconsis-
tent behaviors under different weather conditions and error
bounds for each studied autonomous driving model on the
Udacity dataset. For example, when using the error bound of
10◦ and the rainy scenes, DeepRoad detects 5279, 710, and
656 inconsistent behaviors for Autumn, Chauffeur, and
Rwightman, respectively. From the table we can observe
that the inconsistency number of Autumn is the highest un-
der both weather conditions. We think one potential reason is
that Autumn is purely based on CNN, and does not utilized
prior history information (e.g., via RNN), and thus may not
always perform well in all road scenes. On the other hand,
Rwightman performs the most consistently than the other
two models under all error bounds. This result presents a
very interesting phenomenon – DeepRoad can not only de-
tect thousands of inconsistent behaviors of the studied au-
tonomous driving systems, but can also measure different au-
tonomous systems in terms of their robustness. For example,
with the original Udacity dataset, it is hard to find the limita-
tions of autonomous driving systems like Autumn.
5 Related work
Testing and verification of DNN-based autonomous driv-
ing systems. Different from traditional testing practices for
DNN models [29; 20], a recent set of approaches (such
as DeepXplore [23] and DeepTest [28]) utilize differential
and metamorphic testing algorithms for identifying inputs
that trigger inconsistencies among different DNN models, or
among the original and transformed driving scenes. Although
such approaches have successfully found various autonomous
driving system issues, there still lack approaches that can test
DNN-based autonomous driving system with realistic synthe-
sized driving scenes.
GAN-based virtual/real scene adaption. GAN-based do-
main adaption has been recently shown to be effective in
virtual-to-real and real-to-virtual scene adaption [32; 18].
DU-drive [32] proposes an unsupervised real to virtual do-
main unification framework for end-to-end driving. Their key
insight is the raw image may contain nuisance details which
are not related to the prediction of steering angles, and a cor-
responding virtual scene can ignore these details and also ad-
dress the domain shift problem. SG-GAN [18] is designed to
automatically transfer the scene annotation in virtual-world
to facilitate real-world visual tasks. In that work, a semantic-
aware discriminator is proposed for validating the fidelity of
rendered image w.r.t each semantic region.
Metamorphic testing. Metamorphic testing is a classical
software testing method that identify software bugs [33; 14;
27]. Its core idea is to detect violations of domain-specific
metamorphic relations defined across outputs from multi-
ple runs of the program with different inputs. Metamorphic
testing has been applied for testing machine learning classi-
fiers [22; 30; 31]. In this paper, DeepRoad develops a specific
GAN-based metamorphic testing module for DNN-based au-
tonomous systems, where the metamorphic relations are de-
fined such that regardless of how the driving scenes are syn-
thesized to cope with weather conditions, the driving behav-
iors are expected to be consistent with those under the corre-
sponding original driving scenes.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose DeepRoad, an unsupervised GAN-
based approach to synthesize authentic driving scenes with
various weather conditions to test DNN-based autonomous
driving systems. In principle, DeepRoad applies the meta-
morphic testing methodology to detect the inconsistent au-
tonomous driving behaviors across different driving scenes.
The experimental results on three real-world Udacity au-
tonomous driving models indicate that DeepRoad can suc-
cessfully detect thousands of inconsistent behaviors. Further-
more, our results also show that DeepRoad can be promis-
ing in measuring the robustness of autonomous driving sys-
tems. Currently, DeepRoad only supports two weather con-
ditions, we plan to support more weather conditions to fully
test autonomous driving systems under various conditions in
the near future.
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